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With connectivity being what it is today, specialists in industries like speaker repair
can maintain a global presence and service an audience that can be anywhere.

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

 

(Newswire.net --July 9, 2013) Tampa. FL—Repairing speakers is an art in
and of itself and as a somewhat specialty field, customers can now seek out the best in the
business.  The Speaker Exchange has carved out this business over the past three decades as
one of those such service businesses.  Although located in Tampa, Florida, they have seen
much of their inquiries coming from abroad.

 

They service a number of different brands but essentially speakers are uniform in their construct. 
The Speaker Exchange adapts to the individual brand nuances in order to cater to this diverse
audience.  This market has evolved as a result of an evolutionary and fundamental change in the
speaker business.  Many companies downsized or exited the business leaving a void for fixing
speakers and handling parts and components for commercial and residential use.

 

Various scenarios can occur necessitating a speaker to require repair.  Power surges are one
way whether it be caused by human or natural forces.  Mismatched speakers to amplifiers can
create an over capacity of power as well. 

 

Some people choose to self repair their speakers and only request parts and components
required.  Others send in the speakers seeking full repair.  The difficulty for many becomes when
is a speaker repairable or blown to the extent that it is no longer worth salvaging?   The Speaker
Exchange has positioned its facility to try and best assess the situation.  Asking the right
questions and analyzing the status through deductive evidence can save their clients a lot of time
and expense. 

 

As mentioned earlier, the exodus of many manufacturers in the speaker market has left many in a
lurch to find excellent service and reliability.  The Speaker Exchange, which started as and still is
a family business, operates as a boutique yet services the volume and demand of a corporation. 
 

 

Amongst some of the more popular brands that are serviced are: JBL, Tannoy, B&W, Electro-
Voice, Bose, and Eminence.  With the cost of new speakers being somewhat expensive, a good
speaker repair company can be a tremendous asset and cost saver especially for large speaker
users like clubs, stadiums, and restaurants. 

 

http://www.newswire.net/newsroom/pr/00075337-jbl_the_speaker_exchange_tampa_speaker_services_refoaming_cones_.html
http://reconingspeakers.com/
http://reconingspeakers.com/brands/
https://www.google.com/#q=speakers&source=univ&tbm=shop&tbo=u&sa=X&ei=0IfcUcW3Oof88QSnnoHQDA&sqi=2&ved=0CDoQsxg&bav=on.2,or.r_qf.&bvm=bv.48705608,d.eWU&fp=443ca6970179574d&biw=1742&bih=716


For more information regarding repairing speakers and how to ship them to get fixed, contact   
The Speaker Exchange   http://www.speakerex.com

8217 N Nebraska Ave     Tampa, FL 33604   (813) 237-4800
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